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Happy Thanksgiving!

RH Peterson Co. will be closed:

Thanksgiving, Thursday Nov. 25
and

Friday, Nov. 26

From our family to yours, all of the
RHP employees are grateful for our
association with you and your
company and we wish you a
wonderful holiday with family and
friends.

Blue Labels Mark 2022 Echelon and Aurora Grills

Remember - 2022 Echelon and Aurora
grills will highlight new ceramic
backburners and up to 50% more
viewing space on Magic View Window
equipped models.

All new 2022 Echelon and Aurora units
will be identified with blue exterior
labels when they go into production on
December 1, 2021.

New from AFD: Iron Saddle GFRC Cover

Keep moisture, leaves
and debris out of your



American Fyre Design
Iron Saddle fire table
with the new GFRC
cover. In warmer
weather, the cover
allows the entire table
top to be used for
appetizers, beverages
- even board games!

Part number: 8115-xx.
MSRP $324.  
Available for
shipment 12/1.  

Black Granite Fyre Gems

We have just received
notification that the Fyre
Gems in Black Granite
are no longer available
from our supplier,
effective immediately.

Please note the
following discontinued
part numbers:

GLG-10J-B   FYRE GEMS,BLK GRANITE,JAR

GLG-10J-B-6 FYRE GEMS BLK GRANITE,JAR

GLG-10-B     FYRE GEMS, BLACK GRANITE

GLG-40-B     FYRE GEMS, BLACK GRANITE

GLG-5-B       FYRE GEMS, BLACK GRANITE

GLG-7-B       FYRE GEMS, BLACK GRANITE

If you currently have an order in house with RHP for any of the items
above, an order desk team member will be reaching out to you to cancel
these items. We apologize for any inconvenience this may cause.
Text Link



Turkey on the Fire Magic Rotisserie

If you love a beautifully browned and juicy bird, there is truly nothing
better than a rotisserie turkey cooked on a Fire Magic grill!

Maybe this is the year to mix it up and give your turkey the royal treatment
on the Echelon or Aurora rotisserie.

Check out this video where Anna reviews the cooking technique step by
step.

Good grilling!
Text Link

Watch Anna Rossi cook a turkey on her Fire MagicWatch Anna Rossi cook a turkey on her Fire Magic
GrillGrill

Fire Magic in the Media

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EX-43A5CUNo


New Video Series with
Anna Rossi and Steve Raichlen

As Fire Magic's chef and lifestyle expert, Anna Rossi understands
the value in having the best cooking equipment at hand when
creating simple - or even more complicated - meals.

Recently, Anna collaborated with Project Fire television host and
Barbecue Bible author Steven Raichlen to prepare some East
Coast specialties in her new outdoor kitchen just outside of Boston.
They even made a grilled citrus fruit sangria cocktail. (A grilled
cocktail?? Yes and it looks pretty refreshing!) Stay tuned - Anna
and Steven will be sharing a series of new cooking videos with us,
showing us their favorite Fire Magic features and benefits while
inspiring the griller in all of us in the preparation of unique and
interesting recipes.

Catch all the fun of the afternoon in the link below.
Text Link

Anna & Steven grill over cocktails and discuss some ofAnna & Steven grill over cocktails and discuss some of
the best features that Fire Magic offersthe best features that Fire Magic offers

"That's MY Grill!"

Thanks to

https://vimeo.com/644018169


Which is better: Gas or Charcoal? While charcoal
purists can argue with gas grill enthusiasts, there is
no debate that the Aurora 830i fits the bill for
charcoal AND gas grillers.

In this month's That's MY Grill!", this smart
configuration packs a lot into a compact space, with
the Aurora combo unit tucked into the striking cobalt
blue HDPE island cabinetry, with loads of storage. A
sink encourages frequent hand washing to eliminate
the risk of cross contamination and the undercabinet
lighting keeps the space light and bright. The builder
of this great space is Smokey's Kitchens &
Outdoor Living - they highly recommend and install
vent hoods to keep areas safe and smoke free.

Thank you, @smokeysmiami, for your lovely
submission in this month's edition of "That's MY
Grill!"

all who
submitted
photos for
"That's MY
Grill!"
Your photo
may be
used in a
future issue
of RHP
Connect.

Thank you and cheers to good
health.


